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Abstract
In [3], Grojnowski defines functors ei : RepHλn → RepHλn−1 and fi : RepHλn →
RepHλ
n+1 shows that in the Grothendieck group K(RepHλn )
[ei, fi ]M = hi(M)M,
where hi(M) is an integer depending only on λ and the central character of M . In this
paper, we show that the above relation makes sense when M is an irreducible Hλn -module
before passing to the Grothendieck group. That is, in the case hi(M) 0
eifi  fieiM ⊕ hi(M)M
and in the case hi(M) 0
eifiM ⊕
∣∣hi(M)∣∣M  fieiM,
where for k  0, kM denotes the direct sum
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1. Introduction
Let Hλn (or Hλn (q)) denote the cyclotomic Hecke algebra, where λ is an r-tuple
of nonzero elements from a field R, and q ∈ R× as well. Hλn is a deformation of
the group algebra of the wreath product (Z/rZ)  Sn (and has dimension rnn!).
A precise definition is given in Section 2 below. Certain λ can be identified with
level r dominant integral weights of the affine Lie algebra ŝl when q = 1 (or of
gl∞ when the parameter q is not a root of unity). In this case, results of Ariki [1]
and Grojnowski [3] show that the direct sum of Grothendieck groups⊕
n
K
(
RepHλn
)
has the structure of an irreducible ŝl-module (gl∞-module) with highest
weight λ. In particular, they each define operators ei , fi , and hi and prove
they satisfy the Chevalley relations. Grojnowski’s operators come from functors
ei : RepHλn → RepHλn−1 and fi : RepHλn → RepHλn+1, and many of his results
come from a careful study of the structure of Hλn -modules before passing to the
Grothendieck group K(RepHλn ). However, one must pass to the Grothendieck
group to show the ei and fi satisfy the Serre relations, and to define the hi .
Here, we show that an analogue of
[ei, fi ] = hi
holds in RepHλn , before passing to the Grothendieck group.
Given an irreducible module M , we prove that one of the modules eifiM and
fieiM is a direct summand of the other and that the quotient is a direct sum of
copies of M .
The multiplicity of M in this quotient is |ϕi(M) − εi(M)|. The quantities
ϕi(M) and εi(M) are defined in terms of the functors fi and ei , and have many
equivalent characterizations as outlined in Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 from [3] cited
below.
The map that gives the decomposition
eifiM  fieiM ⊕
∣∣ϕi(M)− εi(M)∣∣M
or eifiM ⊕
∣∣ϕi(M)− εi(M)∣∣M  fieiM
is a refinement of the cyclotomic Mackey decomposition,
rM ⊕ IndHλn
Hλn−1
ResH
λ
n
Hλn−1
M  ResH
λ
n+1
Hλn
IndH
λ
n+1
Hλn
M.
The main new ingredient is the study of canonical filtrations on the modules
eiM , fiM , eifiM , and fieiM that are induced by the action of certain central
elements. This enables us to refine the proofs of [3, Sections 9 and 12] and obtain
Theorem 7.1. In particular, we describe how copies of the irreducible modules
e˜iM , f˜iM , and M sit in these filtrations and show the center acts on them as
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nilpotent Jordan blocks of sizes εi(M) and ϕi(M) and in terms of the tensor
product of two such blocks.
We warn the reader of a minor shift in notation: that we will consider functors
ea and fa where a ∈ R×, generalizing the case a = qi which are denoted ei and
fi above (and in [3]).
2. Definitions
The definitions and propositions below are repeated from [3], [4] or [5], and
we refer the reader there for proofs and for placing them in a larger context.
Throughout the paper we fix an algebraically closed field R, and an invertible
element q ∈ R×. We further assume that q = 1. For the case q = 1 we refer the
reader to the appendix of [3].
If A is an R-algebra, we write RepA for the category of left A-modules which
are finite-dimensional as R-modules. We also write Z(A) for the center of the
algebra A.
Recall that the socle of a moduleM , denoted soc(M), is the largest semisimple
submodule of M , and that the cosocle of M , denoted cosoc(M), is its largest
semisimple quotient. If M is an A-module and M ′ is an A′-module, M M ′
denotes the A ⊗ A′-module which is isomorphic to M ⊗R M ′ as an R-module
and has A⊗A′ action given by
(a⊗ a′) · (m⊗m′)= am⊗ a′m′.
For algebras A ⊂ B , we let Res denote restriction, and Ind denote induction.
We take Ind to be the left adjoint of restriction, i.e.
IndBAM = B ⊗A M,
whereas the right adjoint is given by
˘IndBAM =HomA(B,M).
2.1. H finn , Hn, and Hλn
The finite Hecke algebra, H finn is the R-algebra with generators
T1, . . . , Tn−1
and relations called
braid relations: TiTi+1Ti = Ti+1TiTi+1, TiTj = TjTi , |i − j |> 1;
quadratic relations: (Ti + 1)(Ti − q)= 0.
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The affine Hecke algebra Hn (or H affn ) is the R-algebra, which as an R-module
is isomorphic to
H finn ⊗R R
[
X±11 , . . . ,X
±1
n
]
.
The algebra structure is given by requiring that H finn and R[X±11 , . . . ,X±1n ] are
subalgebras, and that
TiXiTi = qXi+1, XiTj = TjXi if i = j, j + 1.
Proposition 2.1 (Bernstein). The center ofHn, Z(Hn), is isomorphic to symmetric
Laurent polynomials
Z(Hn)R
[
X±11 , . . . ,X
±1
n
]Sn .
From this one can deduce that irreducible Hn-modules are finite-dimensional.
It also follows that if M is an irreducible Hn-module, its central character can
be identified with an orbit s = Sn · (s1, . . . , sn) in (R×)n.
In this case, there is a simultaneous R[X±11 , . . . ,X±1n ] eigenvector v ∈M and
σ ∈ Sn such that Xiv = sσ(i)v for all i . (σ and v are not unique.) Observe that any
indecomposable module has a well-defined central character.
The cyclotomic Hecke algebra or Ariki–Koike algebra [2] Hλn is the quotient
Hn/Iλ, where Iλ is the ideal generated by
∏r
j=1(X1 − λj ), and λ= (λ1, . . . , λr )
is an r-tuple in (R×)r .
In other words, Hλn -modules are those Hn-modules on which X1 has
eigenvalues in {λj } with Jordan block size bounded by the multiplicities in λ.
The case that all λj ∈ {qi | i ∈ Z} is of special interest. In particular, one can
then associate λ with a weight of ŝl if q is a primitive th root of unity, or a
weight of gl∞ otherwise. (And so the result ⊕nK(Repq Hn)  L(λ) from [1,3]
mentioned in the introduction holds).
The surjective algebra homomorphism
evλ :Hn→Hn/Iλ
induces an exact functor ev∗λ : RepHλn → RepHn, with left adjoint prλ, and right
adjoint p˘rλ. The functor prλ picks off the largest quotient of N that is an Hλn -
module, and can be defined via
prλ(N)=N/IλN.
The functor p˘rλ picks off the largest submodule of N that is an Hλn -module, i.e.
that is killed by Iλ, and so can be defined via p˘rλ(N)=NIλ .
Given an Hλn -module M , we will often find it more useful to view it as an Hn-
module. That is, we will confuse it with ev∗λM , but be sloppy about writing the
ev∗λ.
Observe that there is an embeddingHn1 ⊗Hn2 ⊗· · ·⊗Hnk ↪→Hn if the nj are
positive integers summing to n. When we induce and restrict modules between
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these algebras, we will often abbreviate as Indnn1,...,nk and Res
n
n1,...,nk
or simply as
Ind and Res.
We will be more careful with subscripts and superscripts on the rare occasion
when inducing in RepHλn . In general, we avoid Ind
Hλn+1
Hλn
, as the power of the
definitions of ea and fa below come from working within the affine Hecke
algebra.
2.2. The functor ea
Let N be any module in RepHn. Define ∆aN to be the generalized a-
eigenspace of Xn in ResHnHn−1⊗H1 N . Then ∆aN is an Hn−1⊗H1-module because
Xn − a ⊆Z(Hn−1 −⊗H1). Furthermore
ResHnHn−1⊗H1 N =
⊕
a∈R×
∆aN.
Define a functor ea : RepHn→ RepHn−1 by
eaN = ResHn−1⊗H1Hn−1 (∆aN).
We list without proof various properties of ea below.
We remind the reader that ea is an exact functor RepHn → RepHn−1
(although we can also view it as a functor RepHλn → RepHλn−1 because ev∗λ ea =
ea ev
∗
λ) and
ResHnHn−1 N =
⊕
a∈R×
eaN.
IfN has central character s = Sn ·(s, . . . , sn) and eaN = 0 then eaN has central
character s− a = Sn−1 · (s, . . . , sn−1), making the assumption sn = a. In this case
eaN is the direct summand of Resnn−1,1N with central character s − a.
Now, let M be an irreducible module in RepHn. Define
e˜aM = soc eaM.
The following is the main theorem of [4].
Theorem 2.2. LetM be an irreducibleHn-module. Then e˜aM is either irreducible
or zero. Further, e˜aM  cosoceaM .
Recall that if M and N are irreducible modules such that e˜aM  e˜aN = 0 then
M N .
Define
εa(M)=max
{
m | ema M = 0
}=max{m | e˜ma M = 0}.
We remark that e˜aM = 0⇐⇒ eaM = 0⇐⇒ εa(M)= 0.
We recall equivalent characterizations of εa(M) from Theorem 9.13 of [3].
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Theorem 2.3. Let M be an irreducible Hn-module. Then
(i) εa(M) is the maximal size of a nilpotent Jordan block for (Xn − a) acting
on M .
(ii) In the Grothendieck group K(RepHn), we have
[eaM] = εa(M)[e˜aM] +
∑
kα[Nα],
where Nα are irreducible modules with εa(Nα) < εa(M)− 1. (We refer to
these Nα as “lower terms.”)
(iii) εa(M)= dim HomHn−1(eaM,eaM).
2.3. The functor fa
Write
aJm =R[x]/
(
(x − a)m);
in other words aJm is the H1-module on which X1 acts with a-Jordan block
of size m, or equivalently X1 − a acts with nilpotent Jordan block of size m.
Sometimes, we will abbreviate aJ1 as just a.
Notice that if λj occurs with multiplicity m in the r-tuple λ, then λjJm is an
Hλ1 -module, while λjJm+1 is not.
We will use the aJm notation for indecomposable H1-modules; however we
will also be referring to nilpotent Jordan blocks when referring to the action of
the center of Hn in future sections.
Following [3], define a functor fa : RepHλn → RepHλn+1 by
faN = lim←−m prλ Ind
Hn+1
Hn⊗H1 N  aJm. (∗)
By the definition of prλ, if N ∈ RepHλn then faN ∈ RepHλn+1. (In which case,
we should really be writing faN = lim←−m prλ Indn+1n,1 ev∗λ N  aJm.)
If N has central character s = Sn · (s1, . . . , sn) and faN = 0 then faN has
central character s + a = Sn+1 · (s1, . . . , sn, a). In the decomposition
IndH
λ
n+1
Hλn
N 
⊕
a∈R×
faN,
faN is the direct summand of Ind
Hλn+1
Hλn
N with central character s + a. Although
this would serve as a definition of fa , we emphasize that we need Grojnowski’s
definition (∗) for the proofs of this paper.
As with ea , we list without proof useful facts about fa .
We remind the reader that fa is both left and right adjoint to ea . The limit in
the definition of fa stabilizes.
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Let M be an irreducible Hn-module. Define
f˜aM = cosoc Indn+1n,1 M  aJ1.
Recall that if M is irreducible then f˜aM is irreducible. Also prλ f˜aM =
cosocfaM  socfaM and e˜a f˜aM M or 0; f˜a e˜aM M or 0.
Define
ϕ(M)=min{m | prλ IndM  aJm = faM} (1)
as the stabilization point of the above limit.
We remark that in [3], ϕa(M) is defined as
ϕa(M)=max
{
m | f ma M = 0
}=max{m | f˜ ma M = 0}, (2)
and it is a major theorem (9.15 from [3]) that (1) and (2) are equal. However, for
this paper we do not need that fact.
Recall faM  p˘rλ ˘IndM  aJϕ(M) as well. (This dual statement can be de-
duced from Grojnowski’s result that faM  f˘aM where f˘aM := lim−→m p˘rλ ˘Ind
n+1
n,1
ev∗λMaJm, and then by repeating all of the relevant proofs from [3] with arrows
reversed.)
We include Theorem 9.15 from [3] below, remarking that in this context the
first condition is our definition, and proving its equivalence with (ii) and (iii) are
relatively straightforward.
Theorem 2.4. Let M be an irreducible Hλn -module. Then
(i) ϕa(M) is the smallest m for which faM = prλ Indn+1n,1 (M  aJm).
(ii) In the Grothendieck group K(RepHλn ),
[faM] = ϕ(M)
[
f˜aM
]+∑k′α[N ′α]
where Nα are irreducible modules with εa(N ′α) < εa(M)+ 1.
(iii) ϕa(M)= dim HomHn+1(faM,faM).
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 show that M occurs with multiplicity (εa(M)+ 1)ϕ(M)
and (ϕa(M)+ 1)εa(M) in eafaM and faeaM , respectively.
3. eaM and cn−1
In the next four sections, we will use the center ofHn to filter the modules eaM ,
faM , eafaM , and faeaM and will consider particular irreducible modules that
occur as composition factors of them. Multiplication by the center induces maps
between these factors, which we describe in terms of nilpotent Jordan blocks.
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For the rest of the paper, fix M an irreducible Hn-module, fix a ∈ R×, and
write ε = εa(M). Suppose M has central character s = Sn · (s1, . . . , sn). Write
c(n, s)=
n∑
j=1
(Xj − sj ).
Let cn = c(n, s), cn−1 = c(n − 1, s − a), cn+1 = c(n + 1, s + a), noting that
ck ∈Z(Hk) and
cn−1 + (Xn − a)= cn, (3)
cn + (Xn+1 − a)= cn+1. (4)
We will use the ck to define and describe filtrations on the modules eaM , faM ,
eafaM , and faeaM .
When discussing a filtration {Fj }, we will often refer to Fj /Fj+1 as its j th
step. If an irreducible moduleN occurs with multiplicity k as a composition factor
of Fj/Fj+1, we will say there are k copies of N in the j th step.
Claim 3.1. cnM = 0; cn−1e˜aM = 0.
Proof. Because M is irreducible, the center of Hn acts by scalars on M , so by
definition of central character, cnM = 0. As the central character of e˜aM , if it is
nonzero, is s − a, the same argument gives cn−1e˜aM = 0. ✷
Claim 3.2. cεn−1eaM = 0; if ε = 0 then cε−1n−1eaM = 0.
Proof. By (3) cn−1M = (cn− (Xn−a))M =−(Xn−a)M and so we could have
equivalently defined eaM as the generalized 0-eigenspace of cn−1 on Resnn−1,1M .
That the maximal Jordan-block size is ε = εa(M) follows from Theorem 2.3. ✷
As ck is central in Hk , left multiplication by ck on any module induces an
endomorphism which, by abuse of notation, we will also denote ck .
The images of cjn−1 give the following filtration of eaM
eaM = A0 ⊇A1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Aε = 0 (5)
where Aj = cjn−1eaM = Im cjn−1.
Claim 3.3. cosocAj/Aj+1  e˜aM and e˜aM occurs with multiplicity one as a
composition factor of Aj/Aj+1.
Proof. First, notice that Aj = Aj+1 as cn−1 is nilpotent on eaM and cε−1n−1eaM= 0. Consider the map
eaM
c
j
n−1−→Aj Aj/Aj+1.
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Since the composition is surjective and e˜aM  cosocM , it follows that cosoc
Aj/Aj+1  e˜aM . Hence there is at least one copy of e˜aM in each of the ε steps
of the filtration (5). However, by Theorem 2.3, e˜aM occurs with multiplicity ε as
a composition factor of eaM , so there must be exactly one copy of eaM at each
step of filtration. ✷
Although informal, it is unambiguous to talk about the ε copies of e˜aM in
eaM as the order of vanishing of cn−1 distinguishes them. In fact, multiplication
by cn−1 carries one into the next, and in this sense the copies of e˜aM sit in eaM
uniserially.
Claim 3.4. Aε−1 = e˜aM .
Proof. As e˜aM = soc eaM , we must have e˜aM ⊆Aε−1 and therefore socAε−1 =
e˜aM . On the other hand, by Claim 3.3, since Aε = 0, cosocAε−1  e˜aM and e˜aM
occurs with multiplicity one in Aε−1. We must have Aε−1 = e˜aM . ✷
Below we extend Theorem 2.3(iii).
Claim 3.5. HomHn−1(eaM,eaM)  R[x]/(xε) via the map cn−1 !→ x¯. In
particular, this shows dimR HomHn−1(eaM,eaM)= ε.
Proof. We will downward induct on j upon the statement {ckn−1}ε>kj is a basis
of HomHn−1(eaM,Aj). Their linear independence follows from Claim 3.2, so
we need only show they span the space. In the case j = ε − 1, because e˜aM 
cosoc eaM , we see that HomHn−1(eaM,Aε−1) = HomHn−1(eaM, e˜aM)= R. As
cε−1n−1 is a nonzero map eaM → e˜aM , this map must generate the space above, i.e.
{ckn−1}ε>kε−1 is a basis.
Now let 0 = α ∈ HomHn−1(eaM,Aj ). We may assume α(eaM) ⊆Aj+1. Thus
eaM
α→ Aj → Aj/Aj+1 is a nonzero map and so its image contains a copy of
e˜aM  cosoceaM . Since e˜aM occurs with multiplicity one in Aj/Aj+1, the
composition
eaM
α→Aj Aj/Aj+1  e˜aM (6)
is a nonzero map. The map α must be a surjection because e˜aM = cosoc eaM =
cosocAj . Hence c
ε−j−1
n−1 ◦α = 0. Further, cε−j−1n−1 ◦α ∈ HomHn−1(eaM,Aε−1); so
∃b ∈ R such that cε−j−1n−1 ◦ α = bcε−1n−1; in other words cε−j−1n−1 ◦ (α − bcjn−1)= 0.
Applying the contrapositive of the above argument to α − bcjn−1, we see the
image of α − bcjn−1 must be contained in Aj+1. By the inductive hypothesis,
α− bcjn−1 =
∑
k>j bkc
k
n−1 for some bk ∈ R, and so {ckn−1}ε>kj forms a basis of
HomHn−1(eaM,Aj ). The case j = 0 gives the claim since A0 = eaM . ✷
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Remark 3.6. Claim 3.5 shows that cn−1 acts on the ε copies of e˜aM in eaM as x
does on R[x]/(xε), in other words, like a nilpotent Jordan block of size ε.
Corollary 3.7. dim HomHn(Indnn−1,1 eaM  aJm,M)=min(ε,m).
Proof. By Frobenius reciprocity
HomHn(IndeaM  aJm,M)
=HomHn−1⊗H1
(
eaM  aJm,Resnn−1,1M
)
=HomHn−1⊗H1
(
eaM  aJm,∆aM
)
.
Let β ∈ HomHn−1⊗H1(eaM  aJm,∆aM). Then β determines a map β¯ ∈
HomHn−1⊗H1(eaM,eaM) by β¯(u) = β(u ⊗ 1). By Claim 3.1 and Eq. (3),
(a − Xn) acts on ∆aM exactly as cn−1 acts on ∆aM (or eaM). Because
(Xn − a)m(aJm)= 0, we see
cmn−1β¯(u) = cmn−1β(u⊗ 1)= (a −Xn)mβ(u⊗ 1)
= β(u⊗ (a −Xn)m)= β(u⊗ 0)= 0.
Thus, by Claim 3.5 we can write β¯ =∑ε−1k=0 bkckn−1, where bk = 0 if k < ε −m.
The space of such β¯ clearly has dimension min(ε,m).
Conversely, any β¯ ∈ HomHn−1(eaM,eaM) such that cmn−1β¯ = 0 determines
a map β ∈ HomHn−1⊗H1(eaM  aJm,∆aM) via β(u ⊗ (Xn − a)k) =
(−cn−1)kβ¯(u) = β¯((−cn−1)ku). Thus the space of such β also has dimension
min(ε,m). ✷
Observe in the proof above we have used the fact cnM = 0 to recover ∆aM
from eaM and thus construct β from β¯ . For a more careful treatment of the
distinction between ∆a and ea , see [4].
We can also dualize the above discussion considering the filtration
0= B0 ⊆ B1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Bε = eaM (7)
where Bj = ker cjn−1.
The following claims and proofs are dual to Claims 3.3 and 3.4, but we include
them for completeness.
Observe Bj ⊇Aε−j as cjn−1(cε−jn−1eaM)= cεn−1eaM = 0.
Claim 3.8. socBj/Bj−1  e˜aM and e˜aM occurs with multiplicity one as a
composition factor of Bj/Bj−1 .
Proof. First, Bj/Bj−1 = 0 for 0 < j  ε since cε−1n−1eaM = 0. Consider
Bj
c
j−1
n−1−→ B1, which is nonzero and well-defined because cj−1n−1Bj = 0, but
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cn−1(c
j−1
n−1Bj ) = 0. The kernel of the above map is exactly Bj−1 by definition,
and so we have an injection
Bj/Bj−1 ↪→ B1.
Thus socBj/Bj−1 ↪→ socB1 ⊆ soc eaM = e˜aM , giving socBj/Bj−1  e˜aM .
Again, as there are only ε copies of e˜aM in eaM , there can be only one copy
of e˜aM in each Bj/Bj−1. ✷
Claim 3.9. eaM/Bε−1  e˜aM .
Proof. e˜aM  cosoceaM = cosoc eaM/Bε−1, but also by Claim 3.8 e˜aM 
soc eaM/Bε−1 which occurs with multiplicity one, thus yielding eaM/Bε−1 
e˜aM . ✷
Remark 3.10. As cn−1 annihilates semisimple Hn−1-modules with central
character s − a, we see the cosocle filtration of eaM must refine the filtration (5),
while its socle filtration refines (7). In any case, the copies of e˜aM must all lie in
different steps of these filtrations, although we have little control over the other
composition factors.
4. faM and cn+1
In the following sections, we fix λ and assume M is an irreducible Hλn -module
with central character s. However, we will also be considering M as an Hn-
module, but be sloppy about denoting it ev∗λM . However, it is necessary to have
fixed λ to define fa and ϕa . Write ϕ = ϕa(M).
As the central character of faM , if it is nonzero, is s+ a, cn+1 acts nilpotently
on faM .
Claim 4.1. cϕn+1faM = 0; if ϕ = 0 then cϕ−1n+1faM = 0.
We include the proof with that of Claim 4.2 below.
Again, we can make filtrations by the images and kernels of cjn+1:
faM = C0 ⊇ C − 1⊇ · · · ⊇ Cϕ = 0, (8)
0=D0 ⊆D1 ⊆ · · · ⊆Dϕ = faM, (9)
where Cj = Imcjn+1 and Dj = kercjn+1.
Claim 4.2. There is exactly one copy of f˜aM in Cj/Cj+1 and Dj/Dj−1
occurring in the cosocle and socle, respectively.
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Proof. We begin by calculating
cn+1 Indn+1n,1 M  aJm = cn+1Hn+1 ⊗Hn⊗H1 M  aJm
= Hn+1 ⊗Hn⊗H1 cn+1M  aJm
= Hn+1 ⊗Hn⊗H1
(
cn + (Xn+1 − a)
)
M  aJm
= Hn+1 ⊗Hn⊗H1
(
cnM  aJm +m (Xn+1 − a)aJm
)
= 0+Hn+1 ⊗Hn⊗H1 M  aJm−1
= Indn+1n,1 M  aJm−1.
Consequently, cϕn+1 IndMaJϕ = 0, but cϕ−1n+1 IndMaJϕ = 0 and cn+1 induces
the following filtration:
IndM  aJϕ ⊇ IndM  aJϕ−1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ IndM  aJ1 ⊇ 0, (10)
where the j th step is Im cjn+1 = ker cε−1n+1.
Because IndM  aJm/ IndM  aJm−1  IndM  aJ1 and
[IndM  aJ1] =
[
f˜aM
]+ lower terms, (11)
there is exactly one copy of f˜aM in each step of filtration (10) above, which
occurs in the cosocle (because by definition f˜aM = cosoc IndM  aJ1). Thus
there are a total of ϕ copies of f˜aM occurring in IndM  aJϕ .
Returning to faM = prλ IndM  aJϕ , because ϕ is defined here as the
“stabilization point”, this means precisely that there are ϕ copies of f˜aM in faM;
in other words, prλ does not kill any of the ϕ copies of f˜aM in IndM  aJϕ . The
calculation above shows that IndM  aJϕ−j surjects to Cj which in turn surjects
to Cj/Cj+1, showing that f˜aM is in cosocCj/Cj+1. Then, by counting, there is
exactly one copy of f˜aM in Cj/Cj+1.
However, to see that socDj/Dj−1 = f˜aM , we use the fact socfaM = f˜aM
and argue as in Claim 3.8. (Alternatively, we can make a filtration using ˘Ind, the
right adjoint of Res, using the fact faM = p˘rλ ˘IndM  aJϕ .) ✷
Remark 4.3. We have shown the action of cn+1 on the ϕ copies of f˜aM in faM
is exactly the action of Xn+1 − a on aJϕ , in other words of a nilpotent Jordan
block of size ϕ.
As with Claims 3.4 and 3.9, the following two claims hold. We omit the proofs
as they are similar.
Claim 4.4. Cϕ−1  f˜aM; faM/Dϕ−1 = f˜aM .
Claim 4.5. HomHn+1(faM,faM)  R[x]/(xϕ) via the map cn+1 !→ x¯. In
particular, dim HomHn+1(faM,faM)= ϕ.
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5. eafaM and cn
Next we will study the interactions between ea and fa . Write
kM =
k⊕
j=1
M
for the direct sum of k copies of M .
Remark 5.1. The cyclotomic Mackey decomposition is the following isomor-
phism:
rM ⊕ IndHλn
Hλn−1
ResH
λ
n
Hλn−1
M  ResH
λ
n+1
Hλn
IndH
λ
n+1
Hλn
M
where r =∑λi . This isomorphism is given by the map (0,1⊗ u) !→ Tn ⊗ u and
(u(j),0) !→Xjn+1 ⊗ u where u ∈M and u(j) denotes (0, . . . ,0, u,0, . . . ,0) at the
j th copy of M in rM =⊕rj=1M , and we leave it to the reader to verify that this
is an isomorphism. Comparing central characters yields
rM
⊕
a
faeaM 
⊕
a
eafaM
(and also yields that faebM  ebfaM if a = b). In Sections 6 and 7 we will
give a more explicit description of the images of faeaM and eafaM under the
isomorphism above. When we restrict the map to faeaM , we always get either
an injection or surjection to eafaM and we will show the cokernel or kernel is
a direct sum of |ϕa − εa| copies of M .
Below we compute the socle (and cosocle) of eafaM and faeaM . Then we
will describe the action of cn on the copies of M in eafaM/ soc(eafaM), and use
that to eventually describe the action on eafaM and faeaM .
Claim 5.2. socfaeaM  cosocfaeaM = εM; soc eafaM  cosoc eafaM =
ϕM .
Proof. By the adjointness of fa and ea and by Claim 3.5, we have ε =
dim Hom(eaM,eaM) = dim Hom(faeaM,M) = dim Hom(M,faeaM), show-
ing M has multiplicity ϕ in the socle and cosocle. We just need to show no other
irreducibles can occur.
Let N be an irreducible Hn-module and γ ∈ HomHn−1(eaM,eaN) 
HomHn(faeaM,N). If γ = 0, it has a copy of cosoc eaM = e˜aM in its image. By
Theorem 2.3, the composition factors of eaN are modules with εa  εa(e˜aN)=
εa(N)−1. This shows εa(e˜aM) εa(e˜aN). On the other hand, soceaN = e˜aN ⊆
Imγ so that eaM has e˜aN as a subquotient, yielding εa(e˜aN)  εa(e˜aM). As
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e˜aM is the only composition factor of eaM with εa = εa(M)− 1 = εa(N)− 1,
and similarly for e˜aN , γ must map them to each other, yielding e˜aM  e˜aN and
so M N .
The proof for eafaM is similar. ✷
Remark 5.3. Here we make more precise the notion of “cn acting on copies of
M .” This description also applies to Remarks 3.6 and 4.3.
Suppose we have an Hλn -module C with central character s, such that cknC = 0
for k % 0. Let 0 ⊆ A ⊆ B ⊆ C be a filtration in which M occurs as a
composition factor of B/A with multiplicity one. Since we have a surjection
B/A cnB/cnA, M occurs at most once as a composition factor of cnB/cnA.
If M does occur once in cnB/cnA, we shall say that cn carried the copy of M in
B/A to the copy in cnB/cnA, and that otherwise it is sent to 0.
Suppose we now had a composition series of C
0= C0 ⊆ C1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ct = C
that was compatible with cn in the sense that if Cn occurs in the filtration, so
does cnCi . Then we can consider all subquotients Ci/Ci−1 M that are not of the
form cnCj /cnCj−1 for some j > i , and try to record which copies Ck/Ck−1 M
they are carried to by repeated action of cn, eventually accounting for each
composition factor isomorphic to M . If the filtration is compatible with the
kernels of cn (as well as images), then we will account for each copy exactly once.
(The filtrations considered below have these nice properties.) Such a chain of
subquotients corresponds to a Jordan block. This is what we refer to as describing
the Jordan block structure of the action of cn on the copies of M in C .
To understand eafaM , we first need to understand eafaM/ soc(eafaM). We
will show cn acts on the copies of M in each of the above modules as it does on
ea IndM  aJϕ and Ind eaM  aJϕ , respectively. Further, the action of cn on the
latter of each pair is as x ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ y acts on R[x]/(xε) R[y]/(yϕ). Thus we
include the following proposition, but omit the proof as it is an exercise in linear
algebra.
Proposition 5.4. The action of x ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ y on R[x]/(xε)R[y]/(yϕ) is
(i) as ε Jordan blocks of sizes ϕ+ ε− 1, ϕ+ ε− 3, . . . , ϕ− ε+ 1, if ε  ϕ and
charR = 0;
(ii) as ϕ Jordan blocks of sizes ε+ϕ− 1, ε+ ϕ− 3, . . . , ε− ϕ+ 1, if ϕ  ε and
charR = 0;
(iii) as min(ε,ϕ) Jordan blocks, which have sizes that range from ε + ϕ − 1 to
ε+ ϕ + 1− 2 min(ε,ϕ) if charR = p > 0.
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In particular, in part (iii) of Proposition 5.4, the sizes of the Jordan blocks need
not jump by 2, although they do achieve the maximal and minimal sizes. As it
is not used here and is rather complicated, we do not list the actual sizes of the
blocks.
First, consider IndeaM  aJϕ . It contains εϕ copies of M by part (ii) of
Theorem 2.3 and has submodules Gj,k = IndAj  aJk which each contain
(ε− j)k copies of M . We compute:
cnGj,k = cn IndAj  aJk
= cnHn⊗Hn−1⊗H1 Aj  aJk
= Hn⊗Hn−1⊗H1 cnAj  aJk
= Hn⊗Hn−1⊗H1 cn−1Aj  aJk +Hn⊗Hn−1⊗H1 Aj  (Xn − a)aJk
= Hn⊗Hn−1⊗H1 Aj+1  aJk +Hn⊗Hn−1⊗H1 Aj  aJk−1
= Gj+1,k +Gj,k−1.
So the action of cn on the εϕ copies of M in IndeaM  aJϕ is exactly the action
of
cn−1 ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ (Xn − a)
on eaM  aJϕ . In other words, cn acts as x ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ y acts on R[x]/(xε) 
R[y]/(yϕ).
Lemma 5.5. The Jordan block structure describing the action of cn on the
εϕ copies of M in eafaM/ soc(eafaM) is that of x ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ y acting on
R[x]/(xε)R[y]/(yϕ).
Proof. First, we have a surjection IndM  aJϕ
prλ faM , such that the compo-
sition factors of the kernel of prλ consists of modules N with εa(N) < ε + 1 =
εa(f˜aM), and so, in particular, the kernel contains no copies of f˜aM . Applying
the exact functor ea , we see the kernel of ea IndM  aJϕ  eafaM consists of
modules with εa < ε, and in particular contains no copies of M . This also implies
that the structure of the copies of f˜aM in IndM  aJϕ is the same as that in faM
and that the structure of the copies of M in ea IndM  aJϕ is exactly the same as
that in eafaM . The affine Mackey decomposition (see [4]) gives us
0−→ ϕM −→ ea IndM  aJϕ −→ IndeaM  aJϕ −→ 0 (12)
where the kernel is exactly the Hn-submodule 1 ⊗ (M  aJϕ)  IndnnM 
ea(aJϕ)  ϕM . As the map ea IndM  aJϕ  eafaM has no copies of M in
its kernel, the kernel of the exact sequence (12) is mapped exactly to the socle
of eafaM , which we saw was equal to ϕM in Claim 5.2. Therefore we have
a surjection
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IndeaM  aJϕ eafaM/ soc(eafaM). (13)
By counting, there cannot be any copies of M in the kernel of this map. Thus the
action of cn on the copies of M in eafaM/ soc(eafaM) is exactly as described
above for IndeaM  aJϕ . ✷
From the above discussion, it follows the following corollary.
Corollary 5.6. cosoc(eafaM/ soc(eafaM))=min(ε,ϕ)M .
Next, we will use Lemma 5.5 to compute the Jordan block structure of cn
acting on the copies on M in eafaM . As in the previous sections, we create
filtrations
eafaM =E0 ⊇E1 ⊇ · · · ⊇Eϕ+ε = 0, (14)
0= F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Fϕ+ε = eafaM, (15)
where Ej = cjneafaM = Im cjn and Fj = ker cjn .
The length of each filtration is either ϕ+ε or ϕ+ε+1 because cn soc(eafaM)
= 0 and by Lemma 5.5 cϕ+ε−1n (eafaM/ soc eafaM) = 0, but cϕ+ε−2n (eafaM/
soc eafaM) = 0. Below we will see the length is actually ϕ + ε.
We have slightly more complicated proofs of the analogous statements to
Claims 3.3, 3.8, and 4.2.
Lemma 5.7. The only copies of M in Ej/Ej+1 and Fj/Fj−1 occur in the cosocle
and socle, respectively. In particular, cn kills a copy of M if and only if it lies in
the socle of eafaM; a copy of M is outside of cneafaM if and only if it occurs in
the cosocle.
Proof. As eafaM/cneafaM =E0/E1
c
j
nEj/Ej+1, it suffices to prove the state-
ment for eafaM/cneafaM . Because cn annihilates simple modules with central
character s, cosoc(E0/E1)= cosoc(eafaM/cneafaM)= cosoc(eafaM)= ϕM .
We will show no other copies of M occur in E0/E1.
Consider the exact sequence
0 −→ cneafaM + soc eafaM/cneafaM −→ eafaM/cneafaM
−→ (eafaM/ soc eafaM)/cn(eafaM/ soc eafaM)−→ 0. (16)
By Lemma 5.5 and Proposition 5.4, there are min(ε,ϕ) copies of M
in the image of the above exact sequence (one for each Jordan block).
Because cn kills simple modules, the cosocle of the image above is equal to
cosoc(eafaM/ soc eafaM), which is min(ε,ϕ)M by Corollary 5.6. That is to say,
all the min(ε,ϕ) copies of M occurring in the image of (16) occur in its cosocle.
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We will next describe the copies of M in cneafaM ∩ soc eafaM , noting the
kernel of (16) is isomorphic to cneafaM/(cneafaM ∩ soc eafaM).
To do this, we use the surjection (13) from Lemma 5.5, recalling it maps
ϕM  1 ⊗M  aJϕ ⊆ ea IndM  aJϕ exactly to soc eafaM . We shall show
1⊗M  aJmin(ε,ϕ) ⊆ cn(ea IndM  aJϕ) by direct computation.
Pick u ∈ M such that cε−1n−1u = 0 but cεn−1u = 0 (i.e. u ∈ A0\A1). As M is
irreducible, Hncjn−1u=M for 0 j < ε.
Write vj for (Xn − a)j ∈ aJϕ so that aJϕ = span{v0, . . . , vϕ−1}. For 1 j 
min(ε,ϕ) let
wj = cε−jn−1u⊗ vϕ−1 − cε−j+1n−1 u⊗ vϕ−2 + · · · ± cε−1n−1u⊗ vϕ−j .
Notice cn−1wj =wj−1 and (Xn+1 − a)wj =−wj−1.
Then
cn(Tn⊗wj) =
(
cn−1 + (Xn − a)
)
Tn ⊗wj
= Tn ⊗ cn−1wj + Tn⊗
(
(Xn+1 − a)wj
)
+ 1⊗ (1− q)Xn+1wj
= 1⊗ (1− q)Xn+1wj ∈ 1⊗M  aJϕ.
As j ranges, the 1 ⊗ Xn+1wj generate 1 ⊗M  aJmin(ε,ϕ) over Hn, yielding
1⊗M  aJmin(ε,ϕ) ⊆ cn(ea IndM  aJϕ).
Applying the surjection (13) shows min(ε,ϕ)M ⊆ cneafaM .
Next, we will show cneafaM ∩ soc eafaM =min(ε,ϕ)M .
Let Q ⊆ eafaM be such that eafaM/Q = cosoceafaM  ϕM . The fact
cnM = 0 yields cneafaM ⊆ Q, so that the direct sum min(ε,ϕ)M ⊆ cneafaM
⊆Q. Also cosoc(eafaM/ soc eafaM)=min(ε,ϕ)M . Recalling cosoc eafaM =
ϕM , we must have that ϕ − min(ε,ϕ) copies of M that lie in the socle are also
in the cosocle, i.e. have trivial intersection with Q and therefore with cneafaM .
This implies that socQ = min(ε,ϕ)M and that soc(cneafaM) = min(ε,ϕ)M =
cneafaM ∩ soc(eafaM).
In the case ϕ > ε, the kernel of (16) is isomorphic to
soc eafaM/(soc eafaM ∩ cneafaM)= ϕM/min(ε,ϕ)M = (ϕ− ε)M.
However, these are the copies of M having trivial intersection with Q, in other
words they do occur in cosoc eafaM . (This shows (ϕ− ε)M is a direct summand
of eafaM . Later we shall see its direct complement is faeaM .)
In the case ϕ  ε, the kernel of (16) is 0, showing that in either case, there are
exactly ϕ copies of M in eafaM/cneafaM all of which must therefore occur in
the cosocle.
The proof for Fj /Fj−1 is similar and leads to the conclusion that the only
copies of M in the kernel of cn are exactly the ϕ copies of M in soc eafaM . ✷
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Theorem 5.8. The action of cn on the (ε+ 1)ϕ copies of M in eafaM is
(i) as ϕ Jordan blocks, ε of which have sizes ϕ + ε,ϕ + ε − 2, . . . , ϕ − ε + 2,
respectively, and ϕ − ε of which have size 1, if ε  ϕ and charR = 0;
(ii) as ϕ Jordan blocks of sizes ε + ϕ, ε + ϕ − 2, . . . , ε − ϕ + 2, respectively, if
ϕ  ε and charR = 0;
(iii) as if Jordan blocks, min(ε,ϕ) of which have sizes ranging from ϕ + ε
to ϕ + ε + 2 − 2 min(ε,ϕ) and ϕ − min(ε,ϕ) of which have size 1, if
charR = p > 0.
Proof. Lemma 5.5 describes the copies of M in eafaM/ soc eafaM and
Lemma 5.7 above tells us exactly how soc(eafaM) = ϕM fits into the Jordan
block structure of cn. As cnϕM = 0 and soc(cneafaM) = min(ε,ϕ)M , these
min(ε,ϕ) copies of M must lie at the “bottom” of the min(ε,ϕ) Jordan blocks
described in Lemma 5.5. In other words, we get the same description for the
action of cn as for eafaM/ soc eafaM except that each block is size one larger.
Furthermore, there are ϕ−min(ε,ϕ) singleton Jordan blocks, that is to say Jordan
blocks of size 1, as these are the copies that have 0 intersection with cneafaM by
the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.7. ✷
We warn the reader that although it is tempting to compare the action of cn
on the copies of M in eafaM to the action of x ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ y on R[x]/(xε+1)
R[y]/(yϕ), this would be incorrect as the case charR = p > 0 shows.
6. faeaM and cn
We use the results of the previous section to prove the analogue to Theorem 5.8
for faeaM .
Lemma 6.1. We have maps
faeaM
ψ−→ eafaM −→ eafaM/ soc(eafaM),
where the composition is a surjection, and
Q−→ eafaM ψˆ−→ faeaM,
where the composition is an injection.
Proof. We will define a mapψ : IndeaMaJm→ eafaM which will necessarily
factor through prλ IndeaM  aJm = faeaM for m % 0, because eafaM ∈
RepHλn and prλ takes the largest quotient that is an Hλn -module. We will also
denote the map faeaM → eafaM by ψ . Later we shall show ψ is a refinement
of the Mackey decomposition map.
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Take m ε+ ϕ. Define
ψ : IndeaM  aJm −→ eafaM by
1⊗ (u⊗ y0) ψ!−→ Tn ⊗ (u⊗ v0)
where yj = (Xn − a)j ∈ aJm, vj = (Xn+1 − a)j ∈ aJϕ , and u ∈ eaM (which we
can also think of as sitting in M). (Really we should write Tn ⊗ (u⊗ v0) to denote
the image of Tn ⊗ (u⊗ v0) ∈ IndM  aJϕ in eafaM , but we reserve the bar to
mean modulo soc eafaM below.)
By Frobenius reciprocity, it suffices to show ψ is a well-defined Hn−1 ⊗H1-
map on 1 ⊗ eaM  aJm. For h ∈ Hn−1, ψ(h ⊗ (u ⊗ y0)) = ψ(1 ⊗ (hu ⊗
y0)) = Tn ⊗ (hu ⊗ v0) = hTn ⊗ (u ⊗ v0). By definition, ψ(1 ⊗ (u ⊗ y1)) =
ψ((Xn − a) ⊗ (u ⊗ y0)) = (Xn − a)Tn ⊗ (u ⊗ v0), so we need only verify
(Xn − a)mTn⊗ (u⊗ v0)= 0.
This follows as m ε+ ϕ, (Xn+1 − a)ϕv0 = 0, (Xn − a)εu= 0, and
(Xn − a)mTn = Tn(Xn+1 − a)m + (1− q)Xn+1
(
(Xn − a)m−1
+ (Xn − a)m−2(Xn+1 − a)+ · · · + (Xn+1 − a)m−1
)
.
Next, we will show the composition
IndeaM  aJm
ψ−→ eafaM −→ eafaM/ soc(eafaM), (∗∗)
1⊗ (u⊗ y0) !→ Tn ⊗ (u⊗ v0) !→ Tn⊗ (u⊗ v0),
is a surjection.
By the affine Mackey decomposition and Claim 5.2, Ind eaM  aJϕ →
eafaM/ soc(eafaM) is surjective. The composition of these maps
IndeaM  aJm IndeaM  aJϕ eafaM/ soc(ea/0M)
is given by
1⊗ (u⊗ y0) !→ 1⊗ (u⊗ v0) !→ Tn ⊗ (u⊗ v0)
and hence coincides with the composition of maps in (**), which is therefore
surjective.
For the second statement, recall Q was defined via
0−→Q−→ eafaM −→ ϕM −→ 0.
Thus we may use the fact faM = p˘rλ ˘IndM  aJϕ , (where p˘rλ takes the largest
submodule that is an Hλn -module) and proceed as above, reversing all arrows and
denoting the map eafaM→ faeaM by ψˆ . ✷
Remark 6.2. The maps ψ and ψˆ above are refinements of the cyclotomic
Mackey decomposition map in the sense that they coincide with the Mackey map
composed with the natural inclusion and projection maps
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faeaM ↪→ rM
⊕
a
faeaM
→
⊕
a
eafaM→ eafaM,
eafaM ↪→
⊕
a
eafaM
→ rM
⊕
a
faeaM→ faeaM.
We note the obvious but useful fact.
Claim 6.3. Let A, B , C ∈ RepHλn . Given maps A α→ B
β→ C, if β ◦ α is a
surjection, so is β . If β ◦ α is a surjection and cosocC  cosocB , then α must
also be a surjection.
Given maps A α→ B β→ C, if β ◦ α, is an injection, so is α. If β ◦ α is an
injection and socA socB , then β must also be an injection.
Theorem 6.4. If ϕ  ε, the maps ψ and ψˆ of Lemma 6.1 are a surjection and
injection, respectively:
faeaM eafaM and eafaM ↪→ faeaM.
If ε  ϕ, then the maps ψ and ψˆ of Lemma 6.1 are an injection and surjection,
respectively:
faeaM ↪→ eafaM and eafaM faeaM.
Further faeaM  eafaM/(ϕ − ε)M .
Proof. If ϕ  ε, from Corollary 5.6 and Claim 5.2, we see
cosoc
(
eafaM/ soc(eafaM)
)min(ε,ϕ)M  ϕM  cosoc eafaM.
Because the map faeaM → eafaM/ soc(eafaM) of Lemma 6.1 is a surjection,
Claim 6.3 implies the map ψ :faeaM→ eafaM is a surjection as well.
Similarly socQ=min(ε,ϕ)M = ϕM = soc eafaM , so the map ψˆ : eafaM→
faeaM of Lemma 6.1 is an injection.
If ε  ϕ, consider
faeaM
ψ−→ eafaM −→ eafaM/(ϕ − ε)M −→ eafaM/ soc(eafaM),
where the submodule (ϕ − ε)M are those ϕ − ε singleton (size 1) Jordan blocks
for cn. By Lemma 5.7, they are the copies of M in both the socle and cosocle of
eafaM . Thus cosoc(eafaM/(ϕ−ε)M) εM  cosoc(eafaM/ soc(eafaM). By
Lemma 6.1 the above composition of maps is a surjection, so applying Claim 6.3,
we have
faeaM −→ eafaM/(ϕ − ε)M
is a surjection.
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If that surjection had nontrivial kernel, this kernel would intersect socfaeaM 
εM . However, there are exactly ϕε+ ε copies of M in each module, showing the
map is an isomorphism and in particular an injection. Thus ψ is also an injection.
Because (ϕ − ε)M is both in the socle and cosocle of eafaM , it splits off.
Denote its direct complement by Q′. Then socQ′ = εM = socQ. Recall the
composition
Q→Q′ → eafaM ψˆ→ faeaM
is an injection. Therefore, by Claim 6.3, the map
Q′ → faeaM
is also an injection. Because each of Q′ and faeaM contains ϕε+ ε copies of M ,
and their cosocles consist only of copies of M , that map must be an isomorphism
(inverse to the isomorphism above) and, in particular, a surjection. Therefore ψˆ is
also a surjection. ✷
Although we are in a position to prove Theorem 7.1 now, we will defer it to
Section 7, and first will apply the results of Theorem 6.4 to prove the analogue to
Theorem 5.8 for faeaM .
Theorem 6.5. The action of cn on the ε(ϕ + 1) copies of M in faeaM is
(i) as ε Jordan blocks, ϕ of which have sizes ε + ϕ, ε + ϕ − 2, . . . , ε − ϕ + 2,
respectively, and ε− ϕ of which have size 1, if ϕ  ε and charR = 0;
(ii) as ε Jordan blocks of sizes ε + ϕ, ε + ϕ − 2, . . . , ε − ϕ + 2, respectively, if
ε  ϕ and charR = 0;
(iii) as ε Jordan blocks, min(ε,ϕ) of which have sizes ranging from ε + ϕ,
to ε + ϕ + 2 − 2 min(ε,ϕ), and ε − min(ε,ϕ) of which have size 1, if
charR = p > 0.
Proof. In the case ϕ  ε, Theorem 6.4 gives an injection ψˆ : eafaM ↪→ faeaM .
Because, by Claim 5.2, soc eafaM = ϕM and socfaeaM = εM , there is a
submodule (ε − ϕ)M ⊆ faeaM that has 0 intersection with ψˆ(eafaM). The
image of eafaM accounts for the remaining εϕ + ϕ copies of M in faeaM , and
the action of cn on them is described in Theorem 5.8. Thus cn must act on those
(ε− ϕ) copies of M as singleton Jordan blocks.
In the case ε  ϕ, by Theorem 6.4, eafaM contains a submoduleQ′  faeaM .
Similar to the above case, Q′ has 0 intersection with (ϕ − ε)M . Further, Q′
accounts for the remaining εϕ+ε copies ofM in eafaM . Thus (ϕ−ε)M accounts
for the singleton Jordan blocks described in Theorem 5.8. The remaining Jordan
blocks describe the action of cn on the copies of M in faeaM . ✷
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7. [ea,fa] = ha
We conclude by noting that the maps ψ and ψˆ are splittings. Depending on
the relative sizes of ϕa(M) and εa(M), one of eafaM and faeaM is a direct
summand of the other.
Theorem 7.1. If ε  ϕ then eafaM  faeaM ⊕ (ϕ − ε)M .
If ϕ  ε then faeaM  eafaM ⊕ (ε− ϕ)M .
Proof. In the case ε  ϕ, by Theorem 6.4 faeaM  eafaM/(ϕ − ε)M . Further
(ϕ − ε)M are the copies of M in both the socle and cosocle of eafaM , and as
such is a direct summand. In other words, faeaM ⊕ (ϕ − ε)M  eafaM .
Suppose ϕ < ε. By Theorem 6.4, faeaM has a submodule Q which is
isomorphic to eafaM . Comparing socles, Q ∩ (ε − ϕ)M = 0, so that faeaM
has a submodule isomorphic to eafa ⊕ (ε− ϕ)M . ✷
Because each of these contains εϕ + ε copies of M and the cosocle of faeaM
consists only of copies of M , we must have eafaM⊕ (ε−ϕ)M  faeaM . Notice
that as above, the direct summand (ε − ϕ)M accounts for the singleton Jordan
blocks for the action of cn and are also the copies of M in both the socle and
cosocle of faeaM .
Corollary 7.2. eafaM/ soc(eafaM) faeaM/ soc(faeaM);
cneafaM  cnfaeaM .
One interpretation of Theorem 7.1 is that [ea, fa] = eafa − faea = ϕa − εa ,
i.e. as operators on K(RepHλn )
[eafaM] − [faeaM] =
(
ϕa(M)− εa(M)
)[M],
where here the brackets denote equivalence classes in the Grothendieck group
(but above is a Lie bracket). However, Theorem 7.1 is saying something stronger:
essentially that [ea, fa] = eafa − faea (or [fa, ea] = faea − eafa) makes sense
RepHλn before passing to the Grothendieck group if we interpret subtraction as
meaning quotienting out a direct summand.
The strong relationship between ea and fa and the importance of the quantity
ϕa(M)− εa(M) are investigated further and explained in [3].
In particular, with the full version of Theorem 2.4, i.e. the alternate definition
(2) of ϕa , the quantity ha(M)= ϕa(M)− εa(M) defines the weight of M which
can be shown to depend only on the central character of M .
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